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Abstract7

This paper proposes a new methodology for modelling chronological data in archaeology. We in-8

troduce the concept of “chronological network”, a flexible model for representing chronological enti-9

ties, synchronisms between them, and other chronological constraints such as termini post/ante quem10

and duration bounds. We propose a procedure for checking the consistency of a chronological net-11

work and for refining dating estimates from the available synchronisms and constraints. We introduce12

CHRONOLOG, a chronology software application that allows users to build a chronological network in-13

teractively. The software automatically checks the consistency of the network and computes the tightest14

possible chronological range for each entity, within seconds. CHRONOLOG is freely available online at15

http://chrono.ulb.be1.16

Keywords: Chronology, Archaeology, Archaeological dating, Computational archaeology, Algorithms,17

Formal methods, Quantitative methods.18

1 Introduction19

Our understanding of the ancient past often takes the shape of a network. Synchronisms between kings, his-20

torical eras, archaeological strata and ceramic types induce a complex web of interconnected chronological21

objects. An important aspect of such a web is the strong dependency among its components: a change at22

one end of the network can directly impact dates anywhere along the network. Changing a king’s regnal23

dates, for example, can directly affect the dating of an archaeological stratum containing objects bearing24

that king’s name. This can in turn affect the dating of ceramic types found in that stratum, and so on. Al-25

though chronological networks are often informally described in archaeological literature, they are often26

not explicitly recognised as such and, as a result, have never been fully formalised. This paper presents a27

formalised framework of chronological networks in archaeology. We first describe a conceptual model of28

chronological networks, featuring chronological sequences, upper/lower bounds on dates and durations, and29

several types of synchronisms (Section 2). This leads to a detailed mathematical model of chronological30

networks (Section 3). Based on this mathematical formalism, we introduce efficient algorithms for solving31

*Corresponding author.
1The CHRONOLOG website is password-protected for the duration of the reviewing process. The password is “JAS” (without

the quotes).
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basic chronological problems. Two particular problems – consistency checking (i.e., verifying that the net-32

work features no contradictions) and tightening (i.e. computing the tightest possible chronological ranges for33

each date and duration) are of paramount importance. Readers not concerned with the details of mathemati-34

cal modelling can skip Section 3, and move on to Section 4, which describes CHRONOLOG – software that35

facilitates construction of chronological networks, checks their consistency and provides tightened estimates36

of each boundary and duration, quickly and interactively. We illustrate the use of CHRONOLOG with a case37

study related to the Egyptian 26th dynasty (Section 5). Finally, Section 6 discusses future perspectives for38

both the model and the software implementation.39

Related works40

The question of representing and manipulating information about time has been long studied in the field41

of artificial intelligence, see for example the seminal works of Allen [All84, All91]. While some of the42

techniques we develop in Section 3 are related to these works (like the graph-based representation of the43

chronological constraints), the latter are very general and do not focus on needs related to archaeological44

data. Moreover, these earlier works are mainly concerned with the representation of the data, while we also45

present algorithms and software that directly address archaeological problems.46

Allen’s early work ([All84]) characterised 13 basic relations among temporal intervals. These rela-47

tions were originally defined in the framework of temporal logic, but were later apllied to archaeology by48

Holst [Hol04]. The characterisation of chronological relations presented in this paper (Section 2.1) expands49

on Allen and Holst.50

An interesting related work is that of Kromholz [Kro87], who proposed in 1987 to use off-the-shelf51

business-oriented computer programs to formalise archaeological chronology problems. These programs52

use typical models from the business world (PERT and Gantt charts) and rely on classical algorithmic meth-53

ods (the co-called “Critical Path Method”) to analyse them and test different chronological hypotheses.54

Kromholz rightfully asked “how to deal with the immense quantity of data offered by every spadeful of55

earth we disturb” ([Kro87], p. 119) and we fully concur with his pioneering approach. His model differs56

from ours in several ways. To begin with, the data models are different. Ours allows us to model more57

diverse types of chronological constraints (see Section 2.1). Furthermore, the two approaches do not ad-58

dress exactly the same questions and rely on totally different algorithmic techniques. Finally, the technique59

proposed by Kromholz uses commercially-produced business-oriented software not originally intended for60

archaeology, which requires the user to shuttle between the terminologies of two widely different disciplines.61

The solution proposed in this paper is aimed at archaeologists’ needs, with a data model consisting of more62

archaeologically-meaningful basic elements.63

Our work can also be compared to more traditional formal approaches for stratigraphic analysis, such as64

those of the frequently-used Harris matrix ([Har79]) or the partial order scalogram analysis of relations by65

Ilan Sharon ([Sha95]). These approaches, however, deal only with relative chronology, while our approach66

considers both relative and absolute chronology aspects in a unified model. As such it comes close to the67

approach of Bruno Desachy ([Des16]), who augments the traditional Harris matrix approach by adding to it,68

as in our model (see Section 2 below), upper and lower bounds on the start date, end date, and duration of69

each stratigraphic unit. Our approach features an additional set of possible synchronisms, a more powerful70

algorithmic tool for detecting inconsistencies and new algorithms for computing tight time and duration71

ranges (see Section 3).72

The work closest to ours is that of David Falk, who implemented a chronological tool called Groundhog73

([Fal20], see http://www.lagomorph-rampant.com/chronology/index.html), which allows building74

of chronological networks and testing them for internal contradictions. His approach differs from ours in75

several aspects. First, our model allows for more diverse types of chronological constraints (see Section 2).76
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Second, Falk’s approach relies on exhaustive search, by generating all possible combinations of dates, thus77

yielding exponential-time algorithms, whereas we employ a more efficient approach, using polynomial-time78

algorithms (see Section 3); this means that Falk’s approach is unlikely to be able to handle networks of79

large sizes in short processing time. Our technique can scale and handle networks with several hundred80

chronological constraints in less than a second, allowing for a truly interactive experience for the user (see81

Section 4.3.2).82

Other formal approaches to archaeological chronology, not directly related to ours, rely on fuzzy logics83

([NH15]), aoristic analysis ([Cre12]), and evidence density estimation ([DD16]). For the Bayesian approach84

in radiocarbon, and its relation to CHRONOLOG, see Section 4.3.1.85

2 Chronological Networks86

First, a comment about our notation. In the discussion that follows, terms that receive a formal definition are87

capitalised, e.g., such as Chronological Networks, Time-periods, Sequences, and Chronological Relations.88

We start by introducing our formalised model of Chronological Networks. The model allows represen-89

tation of basic chronological units termed ”Time-periods”, grouped in ”Sequences” and related to each other90

through ”Chronological Relations”. We also discuss the advantages of relying on Chronological Networks91

for formalising archaeological data and queries.92

2.1 Modelling the network93

Our model of Chronological Networks features three types of objects: “Time-periods”, “Sequences”, and94

“Chronological Relations”.95

2.1.1 Time-periods and Sequences96

Time-periods. A Time-period represents a continuous interval of time, such as a king’s reign, a historical97

era, or the time-span of an archaeological stratum (see Figure 1). It is characterised by a start date, an end98

date, and a duration. Our model allows for the following types of chronological constraints on dates: a99

start/end date can be unknown, known (e.g. 1984 CE), lower bounded (not earlier than 1984 CE), upper100

bounded (not later than 1984 CE) or known within a range (e.g. between 1984 and 1990). In the same way,101

durations can also be unknown, known (e.g. 5 years), lower bounded (at least 5 years), upper bounded (at102

most 5 years) or known within a range (e.g. between 5 and 10 years). A Time-period is thus represented by103

at most six numbers: minimum duration, maximum duration, earliest start date, latest start date, earliest end104

date, latest end date. Clearly, dates and durations are related since the duration of a Time-period is defined105

as the difference between its end and start dates. However, dates and durations are modelled separately106

since this allows constraints to be set independently on dates and durations. We use the following graphical107

notation: a Time-period is represented as a rectangle with the Time-period’s name on top, its duration in108

the centre, its start date at the bottom left corner and its end date at the bottom right corner. Ranges are109

represented with square brackets (e.g. “[1984, 1990]”), upper bounds with the smaller-or-equal “≤” sign110

(“≤ 1984”), lower bounds with the greater-or-equal “≥” sign (“≥ 1984”) and unknown dates or duration111

with a question mark (see Figure 1). All the examples presented in this paper assume that the unit of time112

is the year (our model of Chronological Networks does however work in the same way for any other unit of113

time).114

Sequences. A Sequence represents a set of consecutive Time-periods, with no gaps between them (see115

Figure 2). Hence, the end date of a Time-period always equals the start date of the next Time-period in the116
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Time-period A
6 years

1984 1990

Time-period B
6 years

? ?

Time-period C
[20−40] years

≥1300 ≤1400

Figure 1: Three examples of Time-periods: Time-period A is fully known, Time-period B has unknown start
and end dates, but a known duration, Time-period C has partial knowledge of its start/end dates and duration.

Sequence. In case one needs a Sequence that does feature a gap, an additional Time-period representing the117

gap must be inserted in the Sequence. Our model allows for the definition of Sequences having absolute118

chronology (known dates and duration, Figure 2a), floating Sequences (known durations but unknown dates,119

Figure 2b) or Sequences partially anchored in time (with partial knowledge of the start/end dates).120

2.1.2 Chronological Relations121

Chronological Relations express diverse types of relationships between two Time-periods. This section122

presents a wide set of Chronological Relations relevant for archaeological modelling. Chronological Re-123

lations are often referred to as “Synchronisms” in archaeological literature, though not all are strictly syn-124

chronic (see below).125

Synchronic relations. A contemporaneity synchronism between two Time-periods A and B imposes that126

A and B have at least one unit of time in common. More precisely, it imposes that A cannot start after the127

end of B and that B cannot start after the end of A (see for example [Hol04, p. 136]). We define synchronic128

relations as the contemporaneity synchronism and special cases thereof (see below). Table 1 presents the129

contemporaneity synchronism, with a suggested notation, a graphic view of its four base cases, and a mathe-130

matical expression of its semantics. The contemporaneity synchronism is archaeologically relevant for cases131

of contemporaneity between kings, historical/archaeological eras, ceramic types, or archaeological strata. It132

is the most general type of synchronism, as it only imposes the presence of at least one common unit of133

time between the Time-periods, without any additional constraints. Table 2 presents more precise types of134

synchronisms, each of which is a special case of the contemporaneity synchronism:135

• Inclusion synchronisms: A Time-period is entirely contained inside another. An example is an archae-136

ological stratum that belongs solely to a given archaeological era (e.g. “Stratum V is included in the137

Iron Age II”).138

• Overlap synchronisms: Two Time-periods, besides sharing an intersection, each feature an extent of139

time not included in the other Time-period. An example is ceramic types that are consecutive, yet have140

a time of common production.141

• Start Period synchronisms: The start of a Time-period is contained in another Time-period. An exam-142

ple is an archaeological stratum that starts during a given king’s reign.143

• End Period synchronisms: The end of a Time-period is contained in another Time-period. An example144

is an archaeological stratum that ends during a given king’s reign.145

• Synchronised boundaries: The start or end (or both) of two Time-periods are equal. For example,146

cases of several archaeological strata that were destroyed during the same event.147
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Psammetichus III
1 year

-526 -525

Amasis II
44 years

-570 -526

Apries
19 years

-589 -570

Psammetichus II
6 years

-595 -589

Necho II
15 years

-610 -595

Psammetichus I
54 years

-664 -610

(a) Absolute chronology of the Egyp-
tian 26th dynasty ([Kit00], p. 50)

Khamudi
?

? ?

Apophis
[40, 50] years

? ?

Khayan
[10, 40] years

? ?

(b) Relative chronology of the late
Egyptian 15th dynasty, adapted
from Ryholt’s reconstruction of the
Turin King List ([Ryh97], p. 119,
Table 22). The bounds on Khayan
derive from a preserved figure for
decades equal to 10, 20 or 30, and
those of Apophis from a preserved
figure for decades equal to 40. In
both cases, the number of years,
months and days is lost in a lacuna,
as is Khamudi’s entire reign dura-
tion.

Figure 2: Two examples of Sequences, one (Egyptian 26th dynasty) with full knowledge of dates and dura-
tions and the other (Egyptian 15th dynasty) with only duration bounds.
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Name Image Notation Semantics

Contemporaneity
synchronism or

or

or

A∼ B end(A)≥ start(B) and end(B)≥ start(A)

Table 1: The contemporaneity synchronism, with its four base cases, suggested notation, and formal seman-
tics. In the images, time is assumed to flow from above to below.

Ramesses II Muwattalli II
Contemporaneous

(a) Contemporaneity synchronism between Pharaoh Ramesses II and Hittite King Muwattalli II ([Bry05], p. 377).

Base Ring I Late Cypriote IA
Starts during

(b) “Starts during” synchronism between Cypriot Base Ring I ware and the Late Cypriote IA period ([Joh16],
p. 253).

Figure 3: Graphical notations for Chronological Relations (dates and durations are omitted).

Asynchronic relations. An asynchronism is defined as a Chronological Relation between two Time-periods148

that have no unit of time in common. The asynchronisms included in our conceptual model are “A ends be-149

fore the start of B” and “A starts after the end of B”. Table 3 presents these asynchronisms, with their formal150

semantics and suggested notations.151

Ordered boundaries. Table 4 presents ordered boundaries, Chronological Relations that represent an or-152

der between start and end dates (boundaries). These Relations are not necessarily synchronic or asynchronic.153

Delay synchronisms. Table 5 presents delay synchronisms, a customisable type of Chronological Relation154

which expresses an exact, minimum or maximum delay between two boundaries.155

Graphical notations. Chronological Relations are represented by a line (for symmetric relations) or an156

arrow (for non-symmetric relations) connecting two Time-periods (see Figure 3). The synchronism’s name157

is written above the line or arrow.158

In the sequel, we will refer to the data model of chronological networks presented here as the CHRONOLOG159

data model, named after the software application presented in Section 4.160
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Name Image Notation Semantics
Inclusion synchronisms

A is included in B A⊆ B start(A)≥ start(B) and end(A)≤ end(B)

A includes B A⊇ B start(A)≤ start(B) and end(B)≤ end(A)

Overlap synchronisms

A overlaps with succeeding B A≤ B start(A)≤ start(B)≤ end(A)≤ end(B)

A overlaps with preceding B A≥ B start(B)≤ start(A)≤ end(B)≤ end(A)

Start Period synchronisms

A starts during B

or

A ↼ B start(B)≤ start(A)≤ end(B)

A includes the start of B

or

A ⇀ B start(A)≤ start(B)≤ end(A)

End Period synchronisms

A ends during B

or

A ↽ B start(B)≤ end(A)≤ end(B)

A includes the end of B

or

A ⇁ B start(A)≤ end(B)≤ end(A)

Synchronised boundaries

Synchronous start A>B start(A) = start(B)

Synchronous end A⊥B end(A) = end(B)

Equality A = B start(A) = start(B) and end(A) = end(B)

A precedes immediately B A !B end(A) = start(B)

A follows immediately B A  B end(B) = start(A)

Table 2: List of specialised cases of the contemporaneity synchronism, with suggested notations and formal
semantics. Synchronisms have been paired with their inverse relation, except for synchronised boundaries,
which have no inverse relations. In the images, time is assumed to flow from above to below.
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Name Image Notation Semantics
Ordered asynchronisms

A ends before the start of B A� B end(A)< start(B)

A starts after the end of B A� B start(A)> end(B)

Table 3: List of asynchronisms, with suggested notations and formal semantics. In the images, time is
assumed to flow from above to below.

Name Image Notation Semantics
Ordered start

A starts before the start of B A < B start(A)< start(B)

A starts after the start of B A > B start(A)> start(B)

Ordered end

A ends before the end of B A < B end(A)< end(B)

A ends after the end of B A > B end(A)> end(B)

Ordered start/end

A starts before the end of B A < B start(A)< end(B)

A ends after the start of B A > B end(A)> start(B)

Table 4: List of ordered boundaries, with suggested notations and formal semantics. Synchronisms have
been paired with their inverse relation. In the images, time is assumed to flow from above to below.

Delay synchronisms

A

{
starts
ends


exactly
at least
at most

X years

{
before
after

{
start of
end of

B

Table 5: Delay synchronisms.
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2.1.3 Expressiveness of the model161

Expressiveness. The model presented above allows us to represent most sorts of relevant archaeological162

knowledge. It works for absolute chronologies (known start and end dates) but also for relative chronologies163

(unknown, or partially known, start and end dates). The model can also deal with gaps in a stratigraphic164

sequence (as after a major destruction in a site) by inserting gap Time-periods between Time-periods repre-165

senting strata. Co-regencies can be handled by inserting a co-regency Time-period between two “sole reign”166

Time-periods of the same Sequence. Partial co-existence of two succeeding pottery types (or cultural phases)167

can be represented in the same way, by creating a third Time-period between the two pottery Time-periods,168

within the same Sequence. Alternatively, one can also create two single-Period ceramic sequences, one for169

each pottery type, and link them with an Overlap synchronism. Discrete historical events (say the Fall of170

Constantinople) can be represented by a Time-period having a zero duration. In the same way, single-burial171

tombs will also be allotted a zero duration, and multi-burial tombs a non-zero duration.172

Limitations. Our model also presents a number of limitations. For example, it cannot model a reign of173

“5 or 15” years, although such constraints do occasionally occur in archaeology, due to badly preserved174

numerals on inscriptions. In such a case, we would need to use a weaker constraint, namely the range175

“[5-15]” years. The same limitation also applies to start/end dates. Furthermore, Chronological Relations176

that necessitate an or-operator also fall outside of the model (note that all the Chronological Relationships177

presented above feature only and-relationships). An example of such a Chronological Relation is the General178

Asynchronism, defined as “A ends before the start of B or A starts after the end of B”. The reason for179

limiting ourselves to and-relationships is in order to be able to analyse the network using fast algorithms180

(see Section 3 below and [GLP17]).181

2.1.4 Facing archaeological complexity182

This section discusses how the CHRONOLOG data model can be applied to real-life archaeological data. As183

formal modelling objects, CHRONOLOG Time-periods have a unique start and end date, and CHRONOLOG184

Sequences contain Time-periods in direct succession, without gaps or overlaps. Such simplified definitions185

directly fit only specific types of archaeological data, such as strata delimited by destruction layers, and186

kings reigning in direct succession. Archaeological periods however (representing cultural phases, say Late187

Bronze I, or Iron Age II), as modern abstractions of ancient material culture, do not have a single start and188

end date, since given material traits appear gradually, and can start at different times in different regions.189

One archaeological context can already exhibit, say, Iron Age II material characteristics, while another con-190

temporary context still exhibits Iron Age I characteristics. Furthermore, consecutive cultural phases always191

feature a certain amount of overlap with each other, as given material traits do not disappear overnight, but192

coexist with new ones, even in the same region. We show here that the CHRONOLOG data model has the193

required flexibility to describe even such complex cases.194

First, although archaeological periods do not have a single start and end date, archaeologists do routinely195

grant them approximate dates (“We must therefore place the boundary between [Corinthian] LG and EPC196

very near 720 B.C.” [Col08, p. 316]), absolute bounds (“This would place the start of Middle Cypriote III197

earlier than 1700 B.C.” [Mer02, p. 6]) or relative bounds (“there can be no doubt that LC [Late Cypriot] IA198

started before the end of the Second Intermediate Period.” [Mer92, p. 50]). Such cases can be modelled199

within the CHRONOLOG data model by using ranges, bounds and Chronological Relations, respectively.200

The problem of an overlap between two archaeological periods can be handled either by inserting an overlap201

Time-period between the two archaeological periods, or by splitting them into two CHRONOLOG Sequences202

and adding an overlap synchronism between them. Finally, the problem of regional changes can be dealt203
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with by building several regional sequences, instead of one master sequence.204

We illustrate these techniques with an example from Greek archaeology ([Col08], p. 327-330). Figure 4a205

presents an excerpt of Coldstream’s chronological chart of Geometric ceramic styles, featuring three regional206

sequences. The Attic sequence is approximated in Coldstream’s chart as a pure sequence, with no overlaps.207

The Corinthian and Argive sequences, however, do show an overlap between the EG and MG phases, justified208

thus by Coldstream: “In Corinthian and Argive, the grave groups show that the transition from EG to209

MG was more gradual than in Attica.” ([Col08], p. 328). The chart does give precise figures for most210

transitions (900, 875, 850, 800) but the accompanying text explicitly notes that these figures are approximate211

([Col08], p. 227-229). Figure 4b presents a simple version of Coldstream’s chart using the CHRONOLOG212

data model. The Attic sequence is modelled as is, using one CHRONOLOG sequence, without overlaps. The213

Corinthian sequence was modelled using an extra Time-period representing the EG-MG I overlap, which, in214

Coldstream’s chart, starts after 840 and finishes in 825. The Argive EG II-MG I overlap was modelled in the215

same way. Figure 5 presents alternative modelling options. We first show an alternative modelling for the216

Corinthian EG-MG I overlap, where the EG and MG I are connected by an overlap synchronism, rather than217

using an overlap Time-period (Figure 5b). CHRONOLOG also allows to explicitly model the approximate218

aspect of Coldstream’s transition figures, for example by widening them to 20-year ranges (Figure 5c).219

In short, the CHRONOLOG data model allows to express complex archaeological realities by building220

models of increasing size and complexity. A fully flexible model would ideally feature regional sequences221

(rather than one master sequence), ranges for every transition, and overlaps between every pair of successive222

phases. For modelling specific ceramic types (say Cypriot Base-Ring I), one could even use two separate223

Time-periods, representing the type’s production and use, respectively. Both would share a common start,224

but use would end later than production. One must remember however that a model is, by definition, a225

conventional and approximated description of reality. It is up to the user to decide on the model’s degree of226

precision, according to the needs of his research. The CHRONOLOG data model cannot solve the inherent227

difficulties of defining archaeological phases, which are purely a matter of archaeological judgement. It228

rather aims at providing archaeologists with a practical tool for building chronological models and deriving229

chronological information from them (see Sec. 2.2).230

Finally, CHRONOLOG enables archaeologists to explicitly model their definition of an archaeological231

period (say “Late Bronze IIA”), by using a dateless (i.e. floating) Time-period, and appropriate synchro-232

nisms between that period and its defining artifacts (fossiles directeurs) and strata. In this way, the given233

archaeological period is not a vaguely-defined “black box”, nor an input of the chronological model, but234

rather an output of the model, inheriting its absolute chronology from the more concrete Time-periods rep-235

resenting strata and artifact types. Should new data later modify our understanding of that period, we could236

directly update its definition in the model (by adding or removing synchronisms with specific artifact types237

and strata), in order to assess how the change affects the period’s chronology.238

2.1.5 Example: the Kingdom of ChronoLand239

We close this section by introducing a “toy” example, dubbed ChronoLand, that we will use as a running240

example throughout the rest of this paper. In the Kingdom of ChronoLand, Kings K1 and K2 reigned in241

succession. We do not know their precise reign dates, but both reigns are known to have occurred between242

1200 and 1300 CE. We also know from ancient annals that King K1’s reign did not exceed 10 years, and we243

know from epigraphic sources that King K2’s reigned at least 35 years. Recent excavations at ChronoCity, the244

capital city of ChronoLand, have unearthed two archaeological strata: S1 and S2. The earlier stratum, S1, was245

built on bedrock, and contained an in-situ stela of King K1, claiming he built ChronoCity. The latest stratum,246

S2, was destroyed by fire in a heavy conflagration. According to ancient annals, the city was destroyed during247

the reign the reign of King K2 and was never reoccupied. Finally, we assume that each of our strata has a248
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(a) Coldstream’s chronological chart of
the Greek Geometric period, showing
the Attic, Corinthian and Argive re-
gional sequences ([Col08], p. 330, par-
tial view).

EG I

900 -875

EG II

-875 -850

MG I

-850 -800

Attic

LPG

-900 -875

EG

-875 ≥-840

EG-MG I Overlap

≥-840 -825

MG I

-825 -800

Corinthian

EG I

-900 -875

EG II

-875 ≥-840

EG II-MG I Overlap

≥-840 -825

MG I

-825 -800

Argive

(b) Equivalent representation of Coldstream’s Attic, Corinthian and Argive chronological
sequences, using the CHRONOLOG data model.

Figure 4: Modelling regional archaeological periods, with and without overlaps.
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LPG

-900 -875

EG

-875 ≥-840

EG-MG I Overlap

≥-840 -825

MG I

-825 -800

Corinthian

(a) Simple modelling (fixed dates),
with an overlap Time-period.

LPG

-900 -875

EG

-875 ≥-825

MG I

≥-840 -800

Corinthian

Overlaps with succeeding

(b) Simple modelling (fixed dates),
with an overlap synchronism.

LPG

[-910, -890] [-885, -865]

EG

[-885, -865] ≥ -825

MG I

≥-840 [-810, -790]

Corinthian

Overlaps with succeeding

(c) Modelling with date-ranges and
an overlap synchronism.

Figure 5: Three different options for modelling Coldstream’s sequence of Corinthian Late Protogeometric
to Middle Geometric I (see Figure 4a). Figure 5a and Figure 5b show two equivalent ways to represent an
overlap: with a Time-period or an overlap synchronism. Figure 5c shows how to add uncertainty on the
boundary dates, by using 20-year ranges instead of fixed dates.
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duration of at least 20 years and at most 100 years. The modelling of these data as a Chronological Network249

is shown in Figure 6a. The Chronological Network synthesises in a clear and unambiguous way the data250

derived from all our sources. We discuss below the computational operations possible on this network and251

the conclusions that can be drawn from them.252

2.2 Querying the network253

We now wish to define two basic operations that a user might want to perform on a Chronological Network.254

2.2.1 Consistency check255

The consistency check operation verifies whether the encoded chronological data feature a contradiction.256

As an example, a slight variant in the previous ChronoLand example (see Figure 7) yields a non-consistent257

network. In this variant, King K2’s duration is not set to at least 35 years, but rather to at most 25 years.258

Why is such a model not consistent? The two upper bounds on K1 and K2 yield a 35 years upper bound259

on the dynasty’s duration. However, the two strata S1 and S2 have a combined duration of at least 40 years260

and therefore cannot be included within the duration of the ChronoLand dynasty, which is at most 35 years261

(10+25). In the simple case of ChronoLand, this contradiction can be detected by the “naked eye”. In262

larger networks, featuring dozens of Time-periods and synchronisms, only an automated consistency check is263

capable of detecting all possible faults. A formal algorithm for consistency check of Chronological Networks264

will be presented in Section 3.265

2.2.2 Tightening266

A Chronological Network as defined above gathers all the chronological information known by the re-267

searcher. Based on this input information, more knowledge can be deduced regarding the dates and durations268

of the Time-periods. The tightening operation is the search for the tightest possible bounds for each start269

date, end date, and duration. These bounds are optimal, in the sense that they characterise exactly the set of270

allowed values for the start/end dates and durations. Any value outside these bounds violates a constraint of271

the network. And any further restriction of a bound would imply rejecting an allowed value, i.e. one that272

does not violate any constraint. In practical terms, the tightening operation makes all upper bounds as small273

as possible (e.g. a 1280 upper bound for a date is more precise than 1300), and all lower bounds as large as274

possible (e.g. 1220 is more precise than 1200). The result of the tightening operation applied to ChronoLand275

is shown in Figure 6b. Some of the new bounds are straightforward (e.g. the 1200 latest start of K1 derives276

from the 1200 earliest start of K1) while others are more complex (see below). Where do those improved277

bounds come from? Typically, they come from some given input data that propagates along the Network278

from one Time-period to another, following a trail of Chronological Relations. As an example, let us look at279

the 1240 earliest end of K2. It derives from the following considerations:280

1. K1 starts after 1200281

2. S1 starts during K1, hence it also starts after 1200282

3. S1 lasts at least 20 years, hence it ends after 1220283

4. S2 starts when S1 ends, hence it also starts after 1220284

5. S2 lasts at least 20 years, hence it ends after 1240285

6. S2 ends during K2 hence K2 ends after S2 does, hence after 1240.286
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(a) Chronological Network showing the input constraints of ChronoLand.
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(b) Result of the tightening procedure. Enhanced upper and lower bounds are shown in bold.

start(K1)
≥ 1200

start(S1)
≥ 1200

end(S1)
≥ 1220

start(S2)
≥ 1220

end(S2)
≥ 1240

end(K2)
≥ 1240

before

≥ 20 years

equals

≥ 20 years

before

(c) Trace for the 1240 earliest end of K2.

Figure 6: The ChronoLand example: input constraints, tightened ranges, and example of a trace.
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Figure 7: Example of a non-consistent Chronological Network. The ChronoLand dynasty has at most 35
years, while the two strata have a combined duration of at least 40 years. This yields a contradiction since
the strata are known to be included in the time-span of the dynasty (by the “Starts during” and “Ends during”
relations), which is too short to accommodate 40 years.

Such an explanation for a tightened bound is called a trace. It consists of a path along the network, starting287

(in this example) from one given source (the 1200 earliest start of K1) and propagating along the network288

from K1 to K2, via S1 and S2, following the two given synchronisms. Figure 6c provides a graphical view of289

this trace.290

2.2.3 Discussion291

The ChronoLand example shows that searching for the tightest range without the help of a computer is not292

easy, even in a simple example, let alone in a real archaeological case featuring hundreds of Time-periods and293

many constraints. One can also easily miss the optimal propagation path. In the above example (earliest end294

of K2), one could easily have taken an alternative path, starting from K1 and going directly to K2, resulting295

in a 1235 earliest end of K2 (through K2’s 35 years minimum duration) rather than the optimal 1240. Note296

also that in some cases, the tightening process features unexpected phenomena, as in the above example,297

where a Sequence having no absolute chronology of its own (S1 and S2) helped tighten the date-ranges of298

Time-periods that do have an absolute chronological estimate as input (K1 and K2, included between 1200299

and 1300). In archaeological research, failing to apply the tightening procedure fully and correctly will300

often result in sub-optimal chronologies. Indeed, whereas chronological papers often do provide the sources301

of their absolute chronology (though often not in a full and formal way), seldom do they present the full302

consequences of this prior knowledge. In the sequel of this paper, the bounds encoded in the network before303

the tightening procedure will be called input bounds. They represent chronological information established304

(known or hypothesised) a priori by the researcher. The bounds resulting from the tightening procedure will305

then be called computed bounds, since they need to be calculated (see Section 3).306

2.3 Using the network307

2.3.1 Practical usage308

The operations described above allow to check the global impact of local changes to the network and to test309

chronological hypotheses, as described below.310

Checking the impact of local changes. What if we added a 70 years upper bound to King K1’s reign (in311

addition to the 35 years lower bound)? Surely such an upper bound is quite realistic, since seldom in History312

has a king reigned more than 70 years. How would this new constraint affect our network? Will it affect any313
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(a) The ChronoLand example with an upper bound of 70 years added to the specification of King K2’s
duration.
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(b) Result of the tightening operation

Figure 8: The ChronoLand example with an additional 70 years upper bound on King K2’s duration.

of the tightened ranges, and how? The answer to this question is shown in Figure 8: the maximum durations314

of S1 and S2 have been reduced from 80 years to 60 years. This result is not easy to observe manually.315

We have a 60 years upper bound because the full length of the ChronoLand dynasty is now at most 80316

years (10+70), while each stratum has at least 20 years. Since the stratigraphic sequence is included in the317

dynasty’s length (via the “starts during” and “ends during” synchronisms), each stratum can have at most 60318

years (80-20). More generally, a local change (addition, removal, or update of a constraint) can have three319

outcomes: (1) no computed range is affected, (2) at least one computed range is affected, (3) a contradiction320

is created.321

Testing chronological hypotheses. We already know from our inputs that Stratum S1 was built by King322

K1 . Is it possible that he also built Stratum S2? Note that the answer does not pop up immediately by simply323

looking at the computed bounds (Figure 6b): the computed start date of S2 ([1220,1280]) could apparently324

fit both in K1’s reign (start date in [1200,1260], end date in [1200,1265]) and in K2’s reign (start date in325

[1200,1265], end date in [1240,1300]). To check the hypothesis that King K1 built Stratum S2, we add a326

synchronism “S2 starts during K1” and check the feasibility of the network. The resulting network is not327

consistent. If S2 started during K1’s reign, his reign would have needed to encompass the whole duration328

of Stratum S1 (which was built during his reign, see above), hence it would have at least 20 years, which329

contradicts the 10 years maximum duration of K1. Hence, although it was not obvious at first sight, our set330

of input data do in fact imply that only King K2 could have built Stratum S2. In other words, a chronological331

network hides much more knowledge than appears at first sight. This shows that in many practical archaeo-332

logical cases, important chronological conclusions might have been overlooked by the researchers, through333

lack of a computational tool.334
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2.3.2 Advantages335

We end this section by listing the advantages of the formal approach to Chronological Networks:336

1. Clear disclosure of all ground hypotheses. All the hypotheses from which the final chronology derives337

are explicitly laid out as inputs in the Chronological Network. Each range of the final chronology338

can therefore be entirely justified in terms of these inputs, by using traces. There are thus no hidden339

assumptions, common knowledge, circular reasoning, or “rules of thumb” involved in the process of340

chronology-building. Ideally, the ground hypotheses should be undisputed facts of chronology, but one341

might also want to take specific (debated) hypotheses as ground inputs, in order to test whether these342

hypotheses are valid or what their precise consequences would be on the overall network. Furthermore,343

the full disclosure of inputs allows contenders of a given chronology to simply change the inputs they344

do not agree with, and recompute the tightneded ranges in order to obtain an alternative chronology.345

2. Separation between the combinatorial structure of the network and its absolute chronology. In our346

approach, the combinatorial structure of the network (given by the Sequences and Chronological Re-347

lations) is clearly separated from the aspects of absolute dating. The latter are represented by the348

adjunction of chronological estimates only at some specific points in the network (in our case, the349

1200 earliest start of K1 and the 1300 latest end of K2) and the rest of the absolute chronology, for all350

Time-periods, is then computed automatically by the tightening operation, as the few input absolute351

dating estimates propagate along the network. The structure of the network thus remains unchanged,352

even if the input absolute chronological estimates are later changed (if say, K1 and K2 are to be re-dated353

to the range [1300−1400] instead of [1200−1300]).354

3. Optimality. The ChronoLand example demonstrated that computing the tightened ranges for dates355

and durations is difficult, even for small networks. On larger, life-size Chronological Networks, in356

addition to being tedious and error-prone, such computation is virtually impossible without the help of357

a computer. Algorithmic computation of the tightened ranges (see Section 3) guarantees the optimal,358

i.e. tightest possible, ranges for each date and duration.359

4. Knowledge discovery. As seen in the ChronoLand example, some interesting chronological knowledge360

sometimes lies hidden within the network’s structure, as the fact that only King K2 could have built361

Stratum S2. The formal approach opens the way to the use of algorithms to automatically discover362

such relations.363

5. Tagged chronologies. The computational approach has the potential to produce several alternative364

chronologies for the same network, based on inclusion or exclusion of given sets of constaints. More365

precisely, every constraint in the network could be tagged with labels describing their type, such as366

“literary data”, “stratigraphic data”, “epigraphic data”, or “astronomical dates”. This is especially367

interesting for complex case studies, involving many different types of basic data. As an example, for368

the chronology of ancient Egypt, one could be interested in the effect that an exclusion of astronomical369

dates would have on the overall chronology.370

6. Classification of constraints. The computational approach also allows to classify chronological con-371

straints to distinguish between those that do or do not impact the global network. For example, the372

date bounds of 1200 and 1300 on the ChronoLand kings have a strong impact on the network, since373

they provide the source of absolute chronology for all the computed dates. On the other hand, the374

100 years upper bounds on Strata S1 and S2 of ChronoLand have no impact on any of the computed375
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bounds of the network. They can be removed from the model without impacting the results. Spot-376

ting such “low-impact” constraints is of great chronological interest, though not easy to do without a377

computational tool.378

In conclusion, the proposed approach to chronology makes it possible to study complex Chronological379

Networks in a more rigorous, rational, and scientific way.380

3 Mathematical modelling381

This section presents a mathematical formalisation of Chronological Networks and shows how to solve382

the tightening and consistency problems algorithmically. We have tried to avoid an excess of mathematical383

formalism, and presented the results with limited mathematical notations and no formal proofs. Examples are384

used in order to help the reader grasp the notions at work. Grasping the mathematical model is not necessary385

in order to use the CHRONOLOG software. Readers with no interest in the mathematical modelling can thus386

skip directly to Section 4. The reader interested in a more formal treatment of these results is referred to our387

previous publication [GLP17].388

We first show how a complete Chronological Network can be expressed as a set of inequalities between389

the boundaries of the Time-periods (i.e. start and end dates) (Section 3.1). We then show how this set of390

inequalities can be represented as a graph (Section 3.2) and finally show how the tightening and consistency391

check problems can be solved using graph algorithms (Section 3.3).392

It is worth noting that the techniques presented in this section consist in manipulating and analysing393

simple constraints on the start and end dates of the Time-periods. Such techniques have been introduced394

in the field of optimisation and linear programming [Sho81], and of formal verification [Dil89]. They have395

been widely applied in several fields of computer science, including computer aided verification [AD94,396

BDM+98, BDL04] and artificial intelligence [All84] (to name a few), but never, as far as we are aware of,397

in the field of archaeology. The underlying algorithms for analysing these constraints are standard graph398

algorithms which have been well-studied for several decades (see for instance[Flo62]).399

3.1 The Chronological Network as a set of inequalities400

Let us define B as the set of boundaries (start dates and end dates) of all Time-periods of a given Chrono-401

logical Network. For example, in the case of ChronoLand, the Time-periods are S1, S2, K1 and K2, so we402

have:403

B = {start(S1),end(S1),start(S2),end(S2),start(K1),end(K1),start(K2),end(K2)}

where start(p) and end(p) represent respectively the beginning and the end of the Time-period p. Our goal is404

to represent a Chronological Network as a set of logical constraints involving only boundaries and constants.405

The rules of this representation are given now.406

Time-periods. For each Time-period, we need to encode constraints on boundaries and durations. For a407

boundary b, the absolute time constraints can have the shape b ≥ k (Lower bound), b ≤ k (Upper bound),408

b ≥ k1 and b ≤ k2 (Range) or b = k (Exact date), with constant values k,k1,k2. For the Time-period p, its409

duration is represented as end(p)− start(p). The duration constraints can thus have the shape end(p)−410

start(p) ≥ k (Lower bound), end(p)− start(p) ≤ k (Upper bound), end(p)− start(p) ≥ k1 and end(p)−411

start(p)≤ k2 (Range), end(p)− start(p) = k (Exact duration), end(p)− start(p)≥ 0 (Unknown duration),412

with constant values k,k1,k2.413
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start(K1)≥ 1200 (Earliest start of K1)

and end(K2)≤ 1300 (Latest end of K2)

and end(S1)− start(S1)≥ 20 and end(S1)− start(S1)≤ 100 (Duration of S1)

and end(S2)− start(S2)≥ 20 and end(S2)− start(S2)≤ 100 (Duration of S2)

and end(K1)− start(K1)≥ 0 and end(K1)− start(K1)≤ 10 (Duration of K1)

and end(K2)− start(K2)≥ 35 (Duration of K2)

and end(K1) = start(K2) (Sequence of kings)

and end(S1) = start(S2) (Sequence of strata)

and start(S1)≥ start(K1) and start(S1)≤ end(K1) (S1 starts during K1)

and end(S2)≥ start(K2) and end(S2)≤ end(K2) (S2 ends during K2)

Figure 9: The ChronoLand example presented as a set of logical constraints.

Sequences. For each Sequence, we need to encode the fact that the end of a Time-period equals the start of414

the next one. Hence, for each two consecutive Time-periods p1 and p2 of a Sequence, we have the constraint:415

end(p1) = start(p2).416

Chronological Relations. Each Chronological Relation defined in Section 3 has been formally defined417

using equations and inequalities in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.418

All the information from a Chronological Network can be encoded by means of constraints on the bound-419

aries. For example, Figure 9 provides the full encoding of the ChronoLand example as a set of inequality420

constraints. The above-defined constraints for Time-periods, Sequences, and Chronological Relations need421

to be combined with “ and ” logical connectors (conjunction) since we need all of them to hold true. This422

yields a large global constraint, as shown in Figure 9, which exhibits the following aspects: (1) the con-423

straint is a conjunction of inequalities, in the sense that it features only the “ and ” logical connector. All424

other operators, including “or” and “not” are disallowed. This will be crucial in the sequel of the paper, in425

order to obtain efficient algorithms to analyse Chronological Networks; (2) all the elements that are com-426

bined by means of the “ and ” operator are inequalities or equalities comparing either a single boundary or a427

difference of two boundaries to a constant value (for example, start(p)≤ k or end(p)− start(p)≥ k).428

3.2 The Chronological Network as a graph429

In order to analyse Chronological Networks expressed as constraints, we will translate these constraints into430

graphs and rely on standard graph algorithms. This section explains how this is being done.431

Normalising the constraints. The objective of the normalisation procedure is to rewrite the constraints as432

a conjunction of simple constraints having all the same basic shape:433

b1−b2 ≤ k,

where b1 and b2 are boundaries in B and k is a constant. Each of these simple constraints will be called an434

atomic constraint. Note that the only comparison allowed in those simple constraints is ≤, i.e. all of the fol-435

lowing are disallowed: ≥, <, > and =. To achieve this normalisation, equalities such as end(K1) = start(K2)436

are being rewritten as a conjunction of two inequalities: end(K1) ≤ start(K2) and end(K1) ≥ start(K2),437
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z0− start(K1)≤−1200 (Earliest start of K1)

and end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300 (Latest end of K2)

and start(S1)− end(S1)≤−20 and end(S1)− start(S1)≤ 100 (Duration of S1)

and start(S1)− end(S2)≤−20 and end(S2)− start(S2)≤ 100 (Duration of S2)

and start(K1)− end(K1)≤ 0 and end(K1)− start(K1)≤ 10 (Duration of K1)

and start(K2)− end(K2)≤−35 (Duration of K2)

and end(K1)− start(K2)≤ 0 and start(K2)− end(K1)≤ 0 (Sequence of kings)

and end(S1)− start(S2)≤ 0 and start(S2)− end(S1)≤ 0 (Sequence of strata)

and start(K1)− start(S1)≤ 0 and start(S1)− end(K1)≤ 0 (S1 starts during K1)

and start(K2)− end(S2)≤ 0 and end(S2)− end(K2)≤ 0 (S2 ends during K2)

and z0− end(K1)≤ 0 (Earliest end of K1)

and z0− start(K2)≤ 0 (Earliest start of K2)

and z0− end(K2)≤ 0 (Earliest end of K2)

and z0− start(S1)≤ 0 (Earliest start of S1)

and z0− end(S1)≤ 0 (Earliest end of S1)

and z0− start(S2)≤ 0 (Earliest start of S2)

and z0− end(S2)≤ 0 (Earliest end of S2)

Figure 10: The normalised constraint for the ChronoLand example.

which further rewrites to end(K1)− start(K2) ≤ 0 and start(K2)− end(K1) ≤ 0. Similarly, strict inequali-438

ties such as end(K1)−start(K2)< k are expressed as non-strict inequalities, i.e. end(K1)−start(K2)≤ k−1.439

In order to normalise absolute date bounds, like end(K2)≤ 1300, we need to add a new boundary to B, called440

z0, and corresponding to the pre-defined origin of time. This origin of time is our reference point, i.e. our441

“date 0”, and needs to be chosen according to the dates that will be manipulated in the example. For ex-442

ample, if all our dates fall within the 26th Dynasty of Egypt (664 BC to 525 BC, [Kit00]), we could safely443

choose z0 to correspond to 700 BC. In this case, the year 664 BC would be encoded as 700-664=36, and the444

year 525 BC as 700-525=175. The point of setting this reference date is to ensure that all the dates that our445

algorithms will need to consider are not negative. We assume, for the rest of the paper, that z0 corresponds446

to date 0. In this case, the upper bound end(K2)≤ 1300 becomes end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300, and the lower bound447

start(K1)≥ 1200 becomes−start(K1)≤−1200 which rewrites to z0−start(K1)≤−1200. Finally, for each448

boundary b that does not already have a lower bound, we add the constraint that it occurs after the origin of449

time, hence after z0, thus: b≥ z0, which normalises to z0−b≤ 0.450

As an example, the normalised constraint for the ChronoLand example is given in Figure 10. Note451

that the normalisation procedure produces a constraint which is equivalent to the original one in the sense452

that the possible values for the boundaries that satisfy the original constraint are the same that satisfy the453

normalised constraint. Clearly, all constraints resulting from a Chronological Network can be turned into454

such an equivalent normalised constraint, using the procedure sketched in this section. From now on, we455

will thus assume that all constraints are normalised, i.e. are a conjunction of atomic constraints of the form456

b1−b2 ≤ k, where b1 and b2 are boundaries (including the special boundary z0) and k is a constant.457
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Figure 11: Graph representation of the constraint from Figure 10. The bold path shows the shortest path
between z0 and end(K2), which allows us to infer that the reign of K2 ends after 1240 (because z0−end(K2)≤
−1240). This bold part corresponds to the trace given in Figure 6c.

Graph representation of the constraints. Once the constraint is normalised, we can easily represent it as458

a directed weighted graph (that we henceforth simply call a graph). Intuitively, a graph is a diagram (see459

Figure 11) made up of two kinds of elements: nodes, represented as ellipses; and edges, which are arrows460

from one node to another, bearing a label called the weight of the edge. In our case, the graph corresponding461

to a normalised constraint contains:462

1. one node per boundary in B; and463

2. for each atomic constraint b1−b2 ≤ k, an edge from b1 to b2 with weight k.464

In the case of the ChronoLand example, the graph corresponding to the normalised constraint of Figure 10465

is given in Figure 11.466

3.3 Algorithms for tightening and consistency check467

Let us now explain how the graph representing a given Chronological Network helps us solve the tightening468

and consistency check problems defined in Section 2.2.469

Tightening. Let us consider again the ChronoLand example (which is consistent), and let us focus on the470

inputs regarding king K2 (see Figure 6a). We know that the reign of K2: (i) lasts at least 35 years; and (ii) ends471

before 1300. Clearly, these two pieces of information allow us to infer that the reign of K2 must start before472

1265. Let us now explain how we can extract this information from the graph (Figure 11) corresponding to473

the ChronoLand Chronological Network. First, in terms of constraints, we can express the inputs as:474

end(K2)− start(K2)≥ 35 and end(K2)≤ 1300,
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which is equivalent to the normalised constraint:475

start(K2)− end(K2)≤−35 and end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300.

Now, observe that, if two inequalities A1 ≤ B1 and A2 ≤ B2 hold, then A1 +A2 ≤ B1 +B2 holds as well. We476

can thus sum inequalities and deduce new information from this sum. In our example, this sum is shown477

in Figure 12 (bottom left), where we deduce that start(K2)− end(K2)+ end(K2)− z0 ≤ −35+ 1300, i.e.478

start(K2)− z0 ≤ 1265, or, in words, that the start of the reign of K2 must occur before 1265.479

Now, let us consider the graph equivalent to this constraint: it is displayed in Figure 12, bottom right (con-480

sidering the solid edges only for the moment). The combination of the two atomic constraints start(K2)−481

end(K2) ≤ −35 and end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300 corresponds to a path visiting successively nodes start(K2),482

end(K2) and finally z0 in the graph. Let us defined the weight of a path as the sum of the weights of the483

traversed edges. Then, the weight of the start(K2)→ end(K2)→ z0 path is −35+ 1300 = 1265, which is484

exactly the information that we have obtained by combining the atomic constraints. We can thus modify our485

graph by adding a new edge from start(K2) (first node of the path) to z0 (last node of the path) with weight486

1265. We can thus see that each path in the graph from some boundary b1 to some boundary b2 corresponds487

to a combination of atomic constraints (from the inputs), involving all the boundaries traversed by the path.488

Such a path can thus be used to infer an upper bound on b1−b2. Then, let us assume for example that there489

exists another path from start(K2) to z0 which is shorter (for example, 1000 instead of 1265). Since this490

path corresponds to another combination of atomic constraints from the inputs, it provides a tighter bound491

on start(K2)− z0. Thus, looking for tighter bounds amounts to looking for shorter paths between given pairs492

of nodes.493

The main takeaway message of this example is that there is a correspondence between paths in the graph494

and sets of atomic constraints. More precisely:495

1. Every time we have a path with weight w from b1 to b2, this path corresponds to a set of atomic496

constraints that sum up to b1−b2 ≤ w.497

2. Symmetrically, a set of input atomic constraints that sum up to b1− b2 ≤ w means there is a path of498

weight w from b1 to b2 in the graph. The information we can extract from the graph is thus complete:499

all the information given by the atomic constraints is indeed present in the graph, and the most precise500

information on b1−b2 can be obtained by looking for the shortest path between b1 and b2.501

Thus, tightening a Chronological Network amounts to finding all the shortest paths between each pairs502

of nodes (or boundaries) in the corresponding graph, which is a problem that has been thoroughly studied in503

computer science [MAR+17] and for which many efficient algorithms exist. This outlines our procedure for504

tightening:505

Theorem 1 (Adapted from [Dil89]). Let C be a Chronological Network (with a set of boundaries B), and let506

G be the graph obtained from the normalised constraint extracted from C. Let b1 and b2 be two boundaries507

from B. Then, the tightest atomic constraint on b1−b2 that one can infer from C is:508

b1−b2 ≤ SP(b1,b2),

where SP(b1,b2) is the weight of the shortest path from node b1 to node b2 in the graph G.509

As an example, the set of all tightest atomic constraints that can be extracted from the ChronoLand inputs510

(Figure 6) is shown in Figure 13 as a matrix. We have chosen a matrix representation here as drawing the511

graph will all edges, including the ones computed during tightening, would make the figure unreadable. For512

each pair of boundaries b1 and b2, the value SP(b1,b2) is presented in row b1, column b2 of the matrix.513
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start(K2)− end(K2)≤−35 and end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300

start(K2)

end(K2)

z0

−35

1265

1300

start(K2)− end(K2) ≤ −35
+ end(K2)− z0 ≤ 1300

start(K2)− z0 ≤ 1265

Figure 12: From constraints to graphs. The constraints start(K2)−end(K2)≤−35 and end(K2)−z0≤ 1300
are translated into the given graph (solid edges only), which is an excerpt of the graph in Figure 11. This
information allows us to deduce that start(K2) ≤ 1265, where the value 1265 is the weight −35+ 1300 of
the shortest path from start(K2) to z0. We can reflect this new piece of information in the graph by adding a
direct (dashed) edge from start(K2) to z0, with weight 1265.

z0 start(S1) end(S1) start(S2) end(S2) start(K1) end(K1) start(K2) end(K2)



z0 0 −1200 −1220 −1220 −1240 −1200 −1200 −1200 −1240
start(S1) 1260 0 −20 −20 −40 10 0 0 −40
end(S1) 1280 80 0 0 −20 80 80 80 −20
start(S2) 1280 80 0 0 −20 80 80 80 −20
end(S2) 1300 100 80 80 0 100 100 100 0

start(K1) 1260 0 −20 −20 −40 0 0 0 −40
end(K1) 1265 10 −10 −10 −30 10 0 0 −35
start(K2) 1265 10 −10 −10 −30 10 0 0 −35
end(K2) 1300 100 80 80 60 100 100 100 0

Figure 13: The matrix SP of all-pairs shortest paths for the ChronoLand example. The entry SP(b1,b2) in
row b1 column b2 gives the weight of the shortest path from b1 to b2, i.e. the constraint b1−b2 ≤ SP(b1,b2),
which is the tightest atomic constrain on b1−b2 that one can infer from the given inputs.
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The most relevant results extracted from this matrix are shown in the computed ranges of Figure 6b. For514

example, the value −1240 in row z0, column end(K2) indicates that z0− end(K2)≤−1240, i.e. end(K2)≥515

1240, or, in words, that the reign of K2 must end after 1240 (as discussed in Section 2.2.2). This is the516

tightest lower bound on end(K2) that we can infer from the inputs. It has been obtained thanks to the path517

highlighted in bold in Figure 11, which is the shortest path from z0 to end(K2), and also corresponds to the518

trace from Figure 6c. Observe, however that the matrix contains more information than what is presented in519

Figure 6b. For example, it tells us that start(K2)− end(S2)≤−30, i.e. that end(S2)≥ start(K2)+30, or, in520

words, that the end of stratum S2 occurs at least 30 years after the start of K2’s reign.521

Consistency check. In the discussion so far, we have assumed that the Chronological Network under
consideration is consistent. We explain how to check this. Let us consider again the example of non-
consistent network from Figure 7, and let us understand why it is non-consistent using the techniques we
have discussed so far. The atomic constraints that yield non-consistency are as follows (as discussed in
Section 2.2.1):

start(K1)− start(S1)≤ 0 (S1 starts during K1)
and start(S1)− end(S1)≤−20 and end(S1)− start(S2)≤ 0 and start(S2)− end(S2)≤−20 (Strata duration)
and end(S2)− end(K2)≤ 0 (S2 ends during K2)
and end(K2)− start(K2)≤ 25 and start(S2)− end(K1)≤ 0 and end(K1)− start(K1)≤ 10 (Dynasty duration).

Summing all these atomic constraints (as we did previously) yields the conclusion that 0 ≤ −5, a clear522

impossibility. This is witnessed by a cycle (i.e. a path starting and ending in the same node) of negative523

weight −5 in the corresponding graph:524

start(K1)
0−→ start(S1)

−20−−→ end(S1)
0−→ start(S2)

−20−−→ end(S2)
0−→ end(K2)

25−→ start(K2) 0−→ end(K1)
10−→ start(K1).

In the ChronoLand example, which is consistent, the graph contains no negative cycle, see Figure 11.525

These examples highlight the technique to check consistency, as introduced by Shostak [Sho81]: a con-526

straint is consistent if and only if its corresponding graphs has no negative cycle.527

Theorem 2 (Adapted from [Sho81]). Let C be a Chronological Network, and let G be the graph corre-528

sponding to the constraint encoding C. Then, C is consistent if and only if G contains no cycle of negative529

weight.530

Algorithms for all-pairs shortest paths. Now that we have shown that we can solve both the consistency531

and the tightening problems by computing the shortest paths between all possible pairs of nodes in a graph532

(all-pairs shortest paths for short), let us briefly discuss algorithms to do so. First, note that most algo-533

rithms to compute all-pairs shortest paths include a test to detect negative cycle. That is, the output of such534

algorithms is either:535

1. “fail”, when the graph contains a cycle of negative weight. This cycle can then be used to provide a536

trace of non-consistency, i.e. a set of constraints that yield a contradiction.537

2. or the length of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes, given, for instance, under the form of538

a matrix as in Figure 13. The algorithm also returns the actual shortest paths, which can be used to539

obtain traces (Figure 6c) for the new computed results.540

Many efficient algorithms to compute all-pairs shortest paths exists, see [MAR+17] for a survey. Here,541

“efficient” means that these algorithms run in polynomial time with respect to the size (number of bound-542

aries and number of atomic constraints) of the Chronological Network, as opposed to exhaustive search543
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Figure 14: The CHRONOLOG software display, showing the ChronoLand example.

algorithms, which run in exponential time and are often impractical. For example, in our setting, the classi-544

cal Floyd-Warshall algorithm [Flo62] runs in time proportional to |B|3, where |B| is the number of boundaries545

in the Chronological Network A more efficient algorithm is Johnson’s algorithm [Joh77], which runs in time546

proportional to |B|2 log(|B|)+ |B||A|, where |A| is the number of atomic constraints in the Chronological Net-547

work. In practice, these measures of efficiency indicate that it is possible to handle Chronological Networks548

with thousands of boundaries and atomic constraints (see Section 4 below). The next section presents our549

software implementation of the algorithms presented here.550

4 The CHRONOLOG software551

CHRONOLOG is a software utility that allows users to create Chronological Networks (as defined in Sec-552

tion 2) and to modify them. The software automatically tests the consistency of the network, and computes553

the tightened ranges of each start date, end date, and duration. Figure 14 shows a general overview of554

the CHRONOLOG interface, consisting of a main panel depicting the Chronological Network (ChronoLand555

in this case), a “Synchronisms” panel displaying all the Chronological Relations of the network, a “Tags”556

Panel showing the tags associated to each Sequence (see Section 2.3.2 above), and a status bar (more on this557

below). The main aspects of CHRONOLOG are briefly presented below.558

4.1 Representation of the Network559

Time-periods. Figure 15 provides an example of a Time-period as represented in CHRONOLOG. The560

Time-period features four lines, representing the Time-period’s name, duration, start date, and end date. The561

latter three lines have a common structure: the input range, an arrow, the computed range. Note that the562

chronological data are always represented by ranges: known dates/durations are represented by ranges with563

equal lower and higher bound, unknown lower/higher bounds are represented by question marks. The bounds564

appear on clickable buttons. Clicking on a bound launches a simple dialog enabling to enter a custom value,565

or the “Unknown” value, for the bound (see Figure 15). Dates B.C.E. are input with a minus sign (thus -1200566
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Figure 15: Representation of a Time-period in CHRONOLOG.

for 1200 B.C.E.). The button in the upper right corner of a Time-period allows to rename the Time-period,567

delete it, or insert a new Time-period in the same Sequence.568

Sequences. Sequences are represented by Time-periods stacked on top of each other, with time flowing569

from above to below (see Figure 16). The top row of the Sequence contains the Sequence name, followed by570

a button to delete the Sequence. The second row features a set of buttons allowing diverse actions: tagging571

the Sequence (see below), hiding it, reloading the default values of each bound, setting duration bounds for572

each Time-period at once, saving the Sequence to a file (see below), and adding a Time-period at the end573

of the Sequence. Sequences can be added to the current network from the menu bar, either by selecting574

one from the CHRONOLOG library (“Insert → Insert from library”) or by creating a new one interactively575

(“Insert→ New sequence”).576

Chronological Relations. By language abuse, and following common practice, we refer to all Chronolog-577

ical Relations in CHRONOLOG as “synchronisms”. The addition of a Chronological Relation to the network578

is done through the “Synchronisms” panel on the right side of the Chronolog window. This panel features579

the list of current Chronological Relations (see Figure 17) and allows to add a new Relation by choosing two580

Time-periods in the associated combo boxes and clicking on “Choose a synchronism” to choose the type581

of Relation. This displays a dialog featuring all the types of Chronological Relations defined in Section 2582

above, with both a graphical depiction and the formal definition of the Relation. The Relation is then added583
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Figure 16: Representation of a Sequence in CHRONOLOG.

to the network via the “Go” Button. Relations can also be deleted or temporarily hidden from the network584

via the “Delete” and “Hide/Show” buttons. Relations can also be added directly between two Time-periods585

by joining the two Time-periods with the mouse, which will will automatically draw a line between them586

and display the Chronological Relations choice dialog. Finally, a Relation can be clicked on, which displays587

a dialog allowing to modify, hide or delete it.588

Input/output. The current network can be saved to a file (“File→ Save”) and later reloaded into CHRO-589

NOLOG (“File → Open”) as a new model. Furthermore, components of a network (i.e. sets of Sequences590

and Chronological Relations) can also be loaded from a file or from the CHRONOLOG library, in order to add591

them to the current model (“Insert→ Insert from file” or “Insert→ Insert from library”). These files have a592

JSON format, and a “.clog” extension. The chronology computed by CHRONOLOG can also be exported to593

a CSV (comma-separated-values) file (“File→ Export (CSV)”), or to an image file representing the whole594

chronological network (“File→ Export as image”).595

4.2 Main functionalities596

Consistency. At each modification of the network (removal/addition of a bound or a Chronological Re-597

lation), CHRONOLOG automatically checks the consistency of the network. In case of a non-consistent598

network, an error message is displayed, as well as a trace providing a list of conflicting constraints.599

Tightening. At each modification of the network (removal/addition of a bound or a Chronological Rela-600

tion), if the consistency check has been successful, the tightening procedure is launched automatically, and601

the computed bounds are updated for each Time-period. The bounds that now have a different value than602

before are shown in red, and the number of modified Time-periods is displayed in the status bar. Figure 18603

provides the example of ChronoLand with an updated input of maximum 70 years for K2 (see Section 2.2.1).604

The updated computed strata durations (upper bound of 60 instead of 80) are shown in red, and the status605

bar indicates “3 periods modified” (including the updated reign of K2).606
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Figure 17: Choice of a Chronological Relation in CHRONOLOG.
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Figure 18: Result of re-tightening the network after updating the maximum duration of K2 to 70 years.

Traces. Each computed bound is clickable, in which case the full trace for the bound is displayed. Fig-607

ure 19 provides the full trace for the 1240 lower bound for the end date of K2. This trace conforms to the one608

provided in Section 2.2.2.609

Tagging. In addition to the above-described features, CHRONOLOG also implements a powerful tagging610

mechanism that allows to associate several keywords (or tags) to each Sequence, and to activate or de-611

activate all Sequences bearing a given tag at any moment. This allows the user to consider, in a single612

Chronological Network, several sources of prior knowledge and to test the potential implications of these613

different hypotheses. This is realised through the “Tags” panel, located at the bottom of the CHRONOLOG614

window, where each tag can be checked or unchecked, resulting in hiding/showing the associated Sequences615

and rerunning the consistency check and tightening process.616

4.3 Discussion617

4.3.1 CHRONOLOG and radiocarbon dating618

Radiocarbon measurement are the main source of absolute dating used by archaeologists today. We discuss619

here how to incorporate radiocarbon data into CHRONOLOG models.620

The laboratory results of radiocarbon measurements need calibration to be expressed as absolute calen-621

dar dates. Since CHRONOLOG deals with calendar dates, its input should consist of calibrated radiocarbon622

readings. The calibration can be done using standard tools like OxCal ([Ram95]). Following the radiocarbon623

procedure, the radiocarbon result of a measured sample is expressed as a full probability distribution (usually624
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Figure 19: Trace for the 1240 lower bound for the end date of K2
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Megiddo Stratum K-6

[-1185, -1136] [-1136, -1083]

Megiddo Stratum K-5

[-1136, -1083] [-1103, -1031]

Figure 20: Archaeological strata with radiocarbon ranges (without duration constraints): Strata K-6 and K-5
at Megiddo, Israel ([FAMP17], p. 274).

not a normal distribution) or by the 68% or 95% confidence level limits for the date. The calibrated radiocar-625

bon results for the boundaries of strata and archaeological periods consist of TPQs, TAQs and date-ranges.626

These data can be inserted as is into CHRONOLOG (see Figure 20). Yet, the CHRONOLOG consistency627

check and tightening operations are not probabilistic (see Section 2.2), hence these bounds are considered628

as deterministic input, without an associated probability. The final computed ranges should be seen as an629

“if-result”, that is: “if the radiocarbon bounds are correct, as well as the other constraints of the model, then630

the computed ranges are the tightest possible ones satisfying all the input constraints”.631

Often, Bayesian modelling is used to determine the dates of samples, using priors that take into account632

historical constraints, order of layers, synchronisation of time between strata, etc. . . Such constraints can633

be modelled in CHRONOLOG as well. In case such modelled radiocarbon dates are used, it is mandatory634

to make sure that the CHRONOLOG constraints do not contradict any of the Bayesian prior assumptions.635

A safer approach would be to include only unmodelled radiocarbon dates (68% or 94% confidence level636

limits) into CHRONOLOG. A possible exception to this rule could be the inclusion of some fixed identical637

priors in both OxCal and CHRONOLOG, like succession of strata, which are not meant to be changed in the638

CHRONOLOG model.639

4.3.2 Notes640

Units. CHRONOLOG currently uses year-precision, meaning that only whole years can be encoded (no641

months, days or fractional years). The algorithms presented in this paper can also be used to attain day-642

precision (with fractional years and support for leap years), by using the day as a the computational unit in643

the algorithms, a feature we leave for future work.644

Efficiency. CHRONOLOG has been shown to run fast even on large Chronological Networks. An experi-645

ment on a large network, featuring over 75 Time-periods, 100 Chronological Relations and 100 duration/date646

constraints, had the consistency check and tightening operations run in less than one second, on a simple lap-647

top computer running an Intel Core M-5Y10c processor at 0.80 GHz.648

Availability. CHRONOLOG is freely available for non-commercial use. It has been written using the Java649

programming language, and runs on any platform (Windows, MacOS, Linux, . . . ) having a Java installation650

(https://www.java.com/en/download/). The base distribution of CHRONOLOG includes a library of651

standard chronological Sequences for pharaonic Egypt and the Ancient Near East. A webpage for CHRO-652

NOLOG is available at http://chrono.ulb.be/2, from which the software can be downloaded at no cost.653

2The CHRONOLOG website is password-protected for the duration of the reviewing process. The password is “JAS” (without
the quotes).
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If you use CHRONOLOG, or publish chronological results obtained with the help of CHRONOLOG, please654

include a link to the utility’s web page, and a reference to this article.655

5 Case study: Egyptian 26th dynasty656

We present a case study related to the Egyptian 26th dynasty (Table 6). We choose a well-known chronology657

to demonstrate how CHRONOLOG can be used to reconstruct a chronology from primary data, and to assess658

the impact of specific data on the chronology.

King Dates Duration
Psammetichus I 664-610 54 years
Necho II 610-595 15 years
Psammetichus II 595-589 6 years
Apries 589-570 19 years
Amasis 570-526 44 years
Psammetichus III 526-525 1 year

Table 6: Standard chronology of the Egyptian 26th dynasty ([Kit00, p. 50], [HKW06, p. 494]).
659

5.1 Data660

Egyptologists have established the chronology of Dyn. 26 based on the historical fixed point of 525 B.C.E.661

for the dynasty’s end, combined with a reconstruction of the reign durations ([HKW06], p. 267-268)3. These662

durations have been deduced from a combination of sources:663

1. Highest attested regnal years. Ancient Egyptian dates start with the regnal year of the current king664

(starting at Year 1), followed by a month and a day. Only for Psammetichus II does an ancient inscrip-665

tion provide the exact reign-length. For other kings, the highest attested year provides only a minimum666

reign-length. For example, Amasis’s highest attested year 44 implies a reign of at least 43 full years.667

2. Funerary stelae. Funerary stelae4 sometimes mention the deceased’s birth date, death date, and668

lifespan. When the birth and death occurred during different reigns, this information can help fix669

the duration of the reigns. Egyptologists used this technique to deduce the precise reign-lengths of670

Psammetichus I, Necho II, and Apries.671

3. Herodotus and Manetho. The ancient historians Herodotus and Manetho5 provide the full sequence672

of Dyn. 26 kings, as well as alleged reign-lengths. Egyptologists have relied on this source for fixing673

the reign-lengths of Amasis and Psammetichus III.674

Table 7 summarises all the relevant data (see Appendix for full details).675

3The date of 525 B.C.E. for the end of Dyn. 26, marked by the Persian invasion of Egypt, is the prevalent view. See [Dep96] for
a slightly earlier dating (527-525 B.C.E.) and [Bec02] for a rebuttal of this view.

4The relevant stelae (see Table 7) concern individuals and Apis bulls, sacred bulls mummified and buried with full honors,
including funerary stelae.

5Egyptologists use here Africanus’s version of Manetho’s epitome rather than Eusebius’s. Note also that the latter does not
feature King Psammetichus III ([Man40, p. 171-173]).
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Name Source CHRONOLOG constraint
Psammetichus I

Highest
attested year

At least 54 years
Necho II At least 15 years
Psammetichus II 6 years
Apries At least 19 years
Amasis At least 43 years
Amasis Herodotus &

Manetho
44 years

Psammetichus III 0-1 years

Apis bull III

Funerary
stelae

Starts 52 years after the start of Psammetichus I
Ends 15 years after the start of Necho II
Duration = 17 years

Apis bull IV
Starts 15 years after the start of Necho II
Ends 11 years after the start of Apries
Duration = 17 years

Priest Psammetichus
Starts 0 years after the start of Necho II
Ends 26 years after the start of Amasis
Duration = 66 years

Other Psammetichus
Starts 2 years after the start of Necho II
Ends 34 years after the start of Amasis
Duration = 72 years

Besmaut
Starts 17 years after the start of Psammetichus I
Ends 22 years after the start of Amasis
Duration = 99-100 years

Table 7: Set of chronological constraints used to reconstruct the chronology of the Egyptian 26th dynasty
(see Appendix for full details).

5.2 Reconstructing the chronology676

We built a CHRONOLOG model containing all the above-described constraints (see Appendix, Figure 21).677

The results are shown in Table 8. CHRONOLOG computed a precise duration for each king, except Psam-678

metichus III (set to 0-1 years). The resulting chronology has a one-year uncertainty, with the dynasty be-679

ginning in 664 or 663 B.C.E. The lower date (663 B.C.E.) was the standard date for the start of the dynasty680

until the late 1950s6 (see for example [Kie53], p. 157). It was later abandoned in favour of 664 B.C.E.681

based on an astronomical argument by Parker ([Par57]). This higher date implies a one-year duration7 for682

Psammetichus III. Adding this constraint to our model now provides the current standard chronology for the683

dynasty (see Appendix, Figure 22).684

6The then-standard date of 663 B.C.E. was based on slightly different data: a 43-year reign of Amasis and a one-year reign of
Psammetichus III (see [Kie53], p. 156-157). The latter was based on papyri allegedly mentionning a Year 2 of Psammetichus III,
but now reattributed to the later king Psammetichus IV ([CU80], [Vle91, p. 3-4]).

7Parker used an astronomical argument to show that Amasis’s reign started in 570 B.C.E. rather than 569 B.C.E., resulting in
664 B.C.E. for the start of the dynasty. He worked on the basis of 43-44 years for Amasis and one year for Psammetichus III. The
latter duration is now outdated (see note 6) but Parker’s astronomical argument still applies here, since our framework (44 years for
Amasis and 0-1 years for Psammetichus III) implies the same uncertainty as before (570-569 B.C.E.) for the start of Amasis.
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King CHRONOLOG result
Start End Duration

Psammetichus I 664-663 610-609 54 y.
Necho II 610-609 595-594 15 y.
Psammetichus II 595-594 589-588 6 y.
Apries 589-588 570-569 19 y.
Amasis 570-569 526-525 44 y.
Psammetichus III 526-525 525 0-1 y.

Table 8: Chronology computed by CHRONOLOG (see Appendix, Figure 21). All the reign-lengths have been
precisely computed, except Pammetichus III (0-1 years). The resulting chronology floats by only one year,
with the dynasty beginning in 664 or 663 B.C.E.

5.3 Testing hypotheses685

CHRONOLOG allows to test the precise impact of each piece of data. For example, which funerary stela686

determines the duration of which king? Are all stelae truly necessary? If not, which ones are indispensable?687

CHRONOLOG can easily answer such questions by excluding specific data from the model (see Section 4.1).688

A simple experiment yields the following insights:689

1. Apis Bull III is indispensable for establishing the precise duration of Psammetichus I. That is, hiding690

Bull III makes us loose the precise 54-year duration of the king.691

2. One of the two stelae among the Priest Psammetich and the other Psammetich is necessary in order to692

fix the duration of Apries. That is, removing one of them from the model has no effect, but removing693

both makes us loose the precise 19-year duration of Apries.694

3. The complete chronology can be reconstructed using only 2 out of the 5 funerary stelae, namely Apis695

Bull III and the Priest Psammetichus (see Appendix, Figure 23). In other words, the other stelae offer696

only redundant information (but are nevertheless useful for providing greater robustness to the model).697

4. Hiding the contributions of Herodotus and Manetho makes us loose the precise 44-year duration for698

Amasis and strips us of a lower bound for the start date of the dynasty (see Appendix, Figure 24). In699

other words, the funerary stelae are not enough for setting Amasis’s precise duration.700

5.4 Discussion701

The chronology reconstructed here with CHRONOLOG was historically obtained by manual computation702

(see [Gar45, p. 17-18], [Kie53, p. 153-157], and [HKW06, p. 466] for concrete examples). Also, the impact703

of specific chronological data was formerly only manually assessed (see for example [Kie53, p. 155-156]).704

CHRONOLOG enabled us to perform both kinds of operations in a simpler and automated way. Note that705

the example of Dyn. 26 is small and hence still manually computable. Yet, it illustrates the full potential706

of CHRONOLOG for building and assessing chronologies, especially for larger data sets, where manual707

treatment would be impracticable.708

It is also interesting to notice the coherence of the raw Egyptological data: a change of dates or duration709

of even one year in most of our funerary stelae would render the model inconsistent. This pleads in favour of710

the trustworthiness of the chronological information provided by these stelae. CHRONOLOG can thus also be711

used to check the consistence of epigraphic sources, and to detect any incorrect chronological claim found712
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therein. The full Dyn. 26 model is available on the CHRONOLOG web site (http://chrono.ulb.be/),713

enabling readers to run the above-described experiments by themselves.714

6 Conclusion715

This paper introduced the notion of Chronological Network, a powerful formalism for representing chrono-716

logical data organised as a set of Sequences, composed of Time-periods sharing Chronological Relations717

with each other. The simplest such relation is that of contemporaneity, where two Time-periods have at least718

one unit of time in common. Our model allows to specify many other types of Chronological Relations, both719

synchronic and asynchronic (see Table 1, 2, 3 and 4). The Chronological Networks model further allows one720

to specify constraints on the start date, end date, and duration of the Time-periods, expressed as exact values,721

bounds, or ranges. The model enables archaeologists to present their data and ground hypotheses in a clear,722

rigorous and complete fashion.723

Moreover, we have shown how to formally and automatically analyse Chronological Networks, by defin-724

ing two basic and important operations, namely consistency check and tightening. The consistency check725

operation checks whether the model features a contradiction, and the tightening operation allows one to ob-726

tain the most precise possible chronological estimate for each boundary and duration, expressed as a range.727

We have shown how a chronological network can be encoded as a mathematical object called a directed728

weighted graph, and how graph algorithms can be used to solve the tightening and consistency check prob-729

lems efficiently. This approach builds an important link between the field of archaeological chronology and730

the field of computer ccience, where the sub-fields of artificial intelligence, combinatorial optimisation and731

formal methods have developed a rich set of models and algorithms for the study of time. The applicability732

of such tools for archaeological problems has still been insufficiently addressed, and this paper is intended733

as a step in this direction.734

We have implemented our techniques in a tool called CHRONOLOG, which is freely available to the735

archaeological community. This tool implements the tightening and consistency check operations, and thus736

allows one to compute the most precise chronological information that can be inferred from a given Chrono-737

logical Network. To the best of our knowledge, no efficient and complete model or software solution to this738

end has been introduced before.739

Finally, we have applied our methodology to a practical-case study, showing how the absolute chronology740

of the Egyptian 26th dynasty can be reconstructed from primary data using CHRONOLOG, and how the tool741

can be used to assess the precise impact of each piece of input data.742

In future works, we intend to investigate other kinds of information that could be automatically extracted743

from Chronological Networks. For example, one could be interested in discovering automatically all the744

constraints and relations that have no impact on the final tightened ranges and to automatically remove them745

from the network in order to keep a minimal “core” set of chronological constraints. Another interesting746

problem is the definition of a robustness index, which expresses the strength of a given bound. This index747

can be defined as a function of the number of different paths in the network that ensure the given bound. The748

computation of such robustness indexes can add a significant quantitative aspect to the results, enabling749

to differentiate between “stronger” and “weaker” results. A third important application would to be to750

query the model directly in order to ask which precise Chronological Relations hold true between two given751

Time-periods. A final interesting trail would be to investigate how our deterministic approach could be be752

combined with probabilistic knowledge, in order to add a further layer of uncertainty on the data, in addition753

to the one currently represented by deterministic ranges. We intend to address these questions in future754

papers, both within our theoretical framework of Chronological Networks, and also as part of the CHRONO-755

LOG software.756
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A Appendix: details of the Dyn. 26 case study762

A.1 Dataset763

King Highest attested
regnal year

CHRONOLOG
constraint

Psammetichus I 55 at least 54 years
Necho II 16 at least 15 years
Psammetichus II 7 (year of death) 6 years
Apries 20 at least 19 years
Amasis 44 at least 43 years
Psammetichus III None None

Table 9: Highest attested regnal years from contemporary Dyn. 26 inscriptions (see [HW82,
1166], [HKW06, p. 281-282] and [Dep96, p. 186]). All kings are assigned a minimum duration, except
Psammetichus II, who has an exact duration, since an inscription provides his exact date of death. Note that
Egyptian regnal years corresponded to civil calendar years, ranging from one New Year’s Day to the next.
The predating system was used in that period, meaning that when a king died in a given year, the remaining
months until the next New Year’s Day were counted as Year 1 of the new king ([Gar45], [HKW06, p. 461-
463]). When counting reign durations using whole years, that last year of the deceased king was attributed
to the new king. Thus Psammetichus II, who died in the course of his seventh year, is attributed 6 years of
reign (rather than 7).
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Name Birth Death Duration CHRONOLOG constraints

Apis bull III
Year 53 of Psam. I
(Month 6, Day 19)

Year 16 of Necho II
(Month 2, Day 6)

16 years,
7 months,
17 days

Starts 52 years after the
start of Psam. I
Ends 15 years after the start
of Necho II
Duration = 17 years

Apis bull IV
Year 16 of Necho II
(Month 2, Day 7)

Year 12 of Apries
(Month 8, Day 12)

17 years,
6 months,
5 days

Starts 15 years after the
start of Necho II
Ends 11 years after the start
of Apries
Duration = 17 years

Priest Psam-
metichus

Year 1 of Necho II
(Month 11, Day 1)

Year 27 of Amasis
(Month 8, Day 28)

65 years,
10 months,
2 days

Starts 0 years after the start
of Necho II
Ends 26 years after the start
of Amasis
Duration = 66 years

Other Psam-
metichus

Year 3 of Necho II
(Month 10, Day 1 or
2)

Year 35 of Amasis
(Month 2, Day 6)

71 years,
4 months,
6 days

Starts 2 years after the start
of Necho II
Ends 34 years after the start
of Amasis
Duration = 72 years

Besmaut
Year 18 of Psam. I
(no months or days
given)

Year 23 of Amasis
(no months or days
given)

99 years (no
months or
days given)

Starts 17 years the after the
start of Psam. I
Ends 22 years after the start
of Amasis
Duration = 99-100 years

Table 10: Funerary stelae of Apis Bulls and individuals spanning several reigns (adapted from [Kie53], p.
153-157). These inscriptions help set the precise duration of kings Psammetichus I, Necho II and Apries.
The dates and durations in the stelae are given in day precision (except for the stela of Besmaut). The
following example illustrates how they were converted to whole years in the CHRONOLOG constraints. Apis
Bull III was born in Year 53 of Psammetichus I (Month 6, Day 19), died in Year 16 of Necho II (Month 2,
Day 6) and lived 6 years, 7 months and 17 days. In the CHRONOLOG constraint, he is assigned 17 years of
life, because adding 7 months and 17 days to his birth date (Month 6, Day 19) yields an additional complete
year, after counting the initial 16 years. Such is also the case for the priest Psammetichus and the other
Psammetichus, but not for Apis Bull IV. Regarding Besmaut, the absence of months and days in the dates
and duration obliges us to set a range of 99-100 years for his reign, as we do not know if the sum of the
fractional parts of his birth date and duration exceeded a year. Finally, note that the CHRONOLOG constraint
for the start of Apis Bull III is “starts 52 years after the start of Psammetichus I” (rather than 53 years), since
regnal years start at 1 rather than 0. The same rule holds for the other start and end years.
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King Herodotus Manetho CHRONOLOG
constraint

Psammetichus I 54 years 54 years

Not used
Necho II 16 years 6 years
Psammetichus II 6 years 6 years
Apries 25 years 19 years
Amasis 44 years 44 years 44 years
Psammetichus III 6 months 6 months 0-1 years

Table 11: Dynasty 26 reign durations by Herodotus (II.157-161, III.10-14) and Manetho (Africanus) [Man40,
p. 169-171]. Only the durations of Amasis and Psammetichus III are used in the CHRONOLOG models.
Psammetichus III’s reign of 6 months is set to 0-1 years in the CHRONOLOG constraint, as a 6 months reign
can count for either 0 or 1 year in the Egyptian predating system, depending on whether the reign started in
the first half or the second half of the year (see caption to Table 9).
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A.2 CHRONOLOG models764

Figure 21: CHRONOLOG model for Dyn. 26 (with 0-1 years for Psammetichus III).
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Figure 22: CHRONOLOG model for Dyn. 26 (with 1 year for Psammetichus III).
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Figure 23: Same model as Figure 22, but without Apis Bull IV, Besmaut and the “other” Psammetich. The
resulting chronology is not affected.
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Figure 24: Same model as Figure 22, but without Herodotus’s and Manetho’s reign durations. The resulting
chronology has no maximum duration for Amasis and no lower bounds for the dates of most pharaohs.
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